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Welcome back! 
  
Among the many wonderful literary projects that Robert Hass has been involved with was the 
production of a critical edition of Walt Whitman’s Song of Myself with a lexicon of all the wonderful 
words that Whitman had collected in his notebook. 
  
And this week we are going to build on Bob’s assignment of writing one, two, three, and four line 
sketches by inviting the poet Kate Greenstreet to talk about her epic, the ways in which she collects 
lines that will eventually make their ways into poems. 
  
And then to hear Lucy Ives talk about how she re-purposes or re-frames old works for new works 
of her own. 
  
Kate Greenstreet is the author of three books of poems, most recently, Young Tambling.  Lucy Ives 
is the author of two books of poems, most recently, Orange Roses, and the novel The Nineties. 
Enjoy. 
  
For about ten years I’ve been using a tool for building poems. I call it the epic. It’s just a word doc I 
use in lieu of a notebook. Actually, now I have a notebook too but the epic is where my poems 
begin to take shape. My basic practice is to write things down wherever I am on whatever I have 
handy at the moment, usually an index card or a scrap of paper. 
  
Then in the morning, I copy these notes into the epic, stirring them in randomly and mixing them 
up with whatever’s already there. A poem for me often begins by reading through the epic and 
seeing what fragments attract me. 
  
The fragments actually seem to attract each other. When I notice that, I combine them and read 
them aloud. As fragments become part of a poem, I move them into a new document and delete 
them from the epic. If the poem doesn’t work, I’ll usually stir the fragments back into the epic if I 
haven’t used up my interest in the by then, which does sometimes happen. 
  
I’ll read you the first page of my current epic. 
  
I sat in a room where no one else was; there was a TV on. A girl who might have been a Texas 
Ranger, men, who had been around cattle all their lives. Am I wrong? Their jackets are off. Their 
jackets are off. They’re almost like lovers. When you’re not here it’s a different rhythm, like a fire on 
Christmas Eve. 
  
Who am I to you? I’m just glad to see her, when she gives that little smile. How do the fallen rise? 
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She’s the imaginary friend, the imaginary Maggie. She’s in town. It’s Christmas. She’s resourceful. He 
sees her. He’s waiting. He’s like all the guys I ever knew. He’s made her into the sister but she is the 
sister, the real sister. 
  
Is that an alarm? No, it’s music. Does she love him? Now she’s driving. But you got sad, why? The 
mountains, how they were always in the distance. Suddenly the telephone. How much does it matter 
now, how good they looked? 
  
So that’s not a poem but as I read it I notice how often I’m writing things down that are already in 
something like the rhythm I’m listening for. I don’t even know really, what that rhythm is. I could 
figure it out, by scanning the lines, but that wouldn’t help me and it doesn’t really interest me. 
  
I do notice that my writing has a certain sound because that’s the sound I’m looking for. Maybe 
that’s true for everybody. At the same time though, I’m not interested in what comes naturally, in 
the sense of writing down my thoughts and then arranging them into lines. 
  
Mixed up in that excerpt I read, are things from conversation, description of a couple of scenes 
from TV, a memory, and at least one example of something I said out loud to myself when I was 
alone and I thought I should write it down. 
  
Where the epic really helps me is that I can stir in sentences and fragments and be surprised by what 
is next to what.  Occasionally something great happens, just by itself - a lucky juxtaposition that’s 
satisfying in the meaning sense, something I never would have thought of otherwise. 
  
An example, maybe not incredibly great, but what I find when I first flip through Young Tambling 
looking for this on page 123,  Safe is an interpretation, vaulted like the flag. 
  
The idea of folding an interpretation like a piece of cloth, the way that the act of interpreting is the 
mind folding experience into a shape, the way that a flag is something that we invented to try to feel 
safe. There’s something satisfying there. And those two sentences just happened to land in the epic 
side by side. 
  
Same with on the next page; take off your coat, it’s wet. To save a drowning lamb? “To save a 
drowning lamb” just happened to get stirred in behind “take off your coat, it’s wet.” When a little 
ways down the page I saw; “I knew some crazy girls in my time,” I moved that sentence to follow 
the question, “to save a drowning lamb?” 
  
I had a short stanza that said something I was trying to say in a way that I never would’ve thought of 
saying it on my own. 
  
Even though I sometimes get lucky like that, in general, what I call writing is the process of revising 
elements from the epic. Moving them around, adding and subtracting words, saying the 
combinations until they sound right. 
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If they begin to sound right, they’ll usually, coincidentally, be something that I want to say. I don’t 
really need that to be something I actually feel or think, but I need it to be something that I want to 
embody.  Something, maybe that means someone, that I want to be, at least for a minute. I don’t 
tend to write discreet, short poems much anymore. 
  
Usually fragments joined together over time can become something longer, like a chap book.  But I 
find the fragments can be re-combined to form new poems and I often do that when I read my 
work. It sometimes seems as though I’m trying to represent the energies that I feel around me and 
those energies change depending on where I am. 
  
We’ve been traveling with Rick Meyer, a good friend of ours, and I’ve been admiring his practice of 
making time to go outside everyday to walk around, wherever we happened to be, noting what he 
sees and whatever thoughts come into his mind. 
  
Now I’ve been thinking that I’d like to try that. Maybe it would improve my ability to get a signal. I 
just read this short talk to Rick before we came over here and he asked me why I named my 
document the epic. We’ve been talking about irony the past few days. 
  
I never thought about it before but I realize, actually Rick realized then I agreed, that the epic is an 
ironic title in that an epic is a huge, historical poem narrating the deeds and adventures of heroic or 
legendary figures or the history of a nation. 
  
It would be laughable to imagine that I could ever write such a poem. So I made a little joke on me, 
from me, to me, and yet, isn’t that my secret goal? 
  
To write a history of my time, to have all my fragments collect into that history. Of course, I could 
never admit that, not in public. Here’s one last juxtaposition from my current epic; What is that 
sound? That’s my private life. 
  
Hi, I’m Lucy Ives. I’m a writer and editor, and today I’m going to talk a little about maybe 
unconventional ways that one might think about revision and the process of revision as a creative 
process as well as the standard way in which we think about editing or revision as a way to perfect 
something. 
  
I just published a book called, “Orange Roses” which is a manuscript that I began writing when I 
think I was about 20 or 21 years old. So that’s, I’m sure you’re shocked to know, that was quite a 
while ago but that was about twelve years ago that I began writing the poems that are in this book. 
  
And this was a manuscript that was complete, to my mind, or finished, to my mind probably when I 
was 21, certainly, and that was when I began the process of submitting it to various presses and 
trying to publish it. And I published many of the poems, which were in this manuscript in journals, 
but I did not publish it as a book. 
  
And it was only a few years ago that the book was taken by the press Ahsahta and at that time I 
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came back to this manuscript and I sad, “How am I going to read from this?” How am I going to 
make this something that is relevant to me in my current life, my way of thinking and being? 
  
And so I began to read, obviously, the manuscript again, but also to think about ways of writing into 
it and also writing around it. So, trying to create almost like a kind of platform or a frame or kind of 
context for that earlier work. 
  
And so my way of revising this manuscript was in fact to add to it. And this wasn’t entirely my idea. 
I was at a poetry reading and I was explaining my predicament to another poet. Oh you should make 
this book a much longer book and that’s the way you can deal with this problem of feeling like these 
poems are much younger than who you are now. 
  
And so some of the work in this book is actually repeated. So there’s one poem that is just a very 
short poem and it’s just sort of, it sits there, alone, on a page. I’m not really sure if you can see this, 
but then it is sort of embedded into a longer prose work and here it is again. 
  
So it appears twice and I think it reads differently, much in the same way as it was a different poem 
to me when I first wrote it and had a different kind of meaning, and now it feels like something that 
I have some distance from and so it is sort of, it’s a very simple thing but it’s somehow meaningful 
to me to say something in this prose work. I find a stanza from a poem I wrote when I was 23 and 
then to have the stanza, which follows 
  
Yellow, red roses at a blue gate, boys brush aside sand, orange roses, white red. And it’s not, I mean 
it’s not a particularly complex thing; it’s just someone observing things that are happening in the 
world. It’s quite interesting to be, I think, at a remove, from yourself in that way so that when the, 
when I was 23 and writing this poem, the struggle was to try to describe something and to convey 
something immediate. 
  
But now the attempt is to convey something about that moment, or that ambition to write in that 
way and so it becomes something about trying to understand the ambition to write which is a 
different position to be in, I think. 
  
And it’s an interesting one to me now. So much of this book is about trying to understand that 
ambition and understand that impulse. So why would we want to describe things? Or, why is it 
important to have descriptions of things in writing and what can those descriptions do? 
  
So, I think one interesting way to think about revision in that sense is not just to go back and try to 
correct an original text or an original impulse but to think about that impulse on its own and, as a 
whole, something that maybe doesn’t need to be changed but that can be re-framed in some way or 
can be something that is reflected upon. And so writing can also be about writing. 
  
So this is something that over time working as an editor has become important to me because when 
I work with other writers, I don’t want to change what they are doing or try to work against their 
impulses or their way of going about things but often it’s important to re-contextualize, re-frame the 
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works so that it becomes more accessible to others or really takes the form that it really is sort of 
intended to have. 
  
Sometimes I think we work against ourselves in some way. I find it also quite interesting over time 
the way that time can be something that really works in our favor when it comes to writing. And it 
can be quite generative, so maybe one way to think about editing one’s own work, if one can’t have 
the distance from one’s work, that one would have as an editor reading someone else’s work is just 
to leave a piece of writing alone for a long time. 
  
I mean sometimes it’s not easy to leave something alone for a year or two years or three years or ten 
years but I think that it can actually be quite productive to think about writing over a long duration. 
Even something almost as long or large as a lifetime and that’s something that I find myself 
contending with in my own work. 
  
Thinking about what Kate Greenstreet talks about with the lines that you’re collecting, fragments 
that she weaves in, ways in which she refreshes her own poetic practice by this collection of lines in 
her notebook and Lucy’s total reinvention of her old work by writing in and around it, this week 
we’d like you to collect lines in your notebooks. 
  
Write things down. You can do the walking outside and taking notes that Greenstreet talks about. 
You can do the mining of old poems that maybe you don’t know what to do with or haven’t been 
working in the past. 
  
It’s more in line with Ives’ practices and post those. Collect those and we’ll be able to use them later 
on in this course for other kinds of writing. One of the things that Kate Greenstreet says that she is 
trying to improve her ability to get a signal. 
  
This speaks to the composition method by one of my favorite poets, Jack Spicer, where he says that 
the poet is a counter-punching radio, trying to tune into the alien signals, to the Martians, to the 
language, to the objects of our world, collect those and let those become arrangements and become 
poems and that that’s where life and mystery and all of that are. 
  
So think about that this week and pull down those signals, listen for them, collect them and we’ll see 
you next week. 
  
Good luck! 

 


